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Historic Seismic Map from 1900 to 2012
2009 Earthquake. 7.1 Richter
Where is the NTWC?
National Monitoring Center - CNM (NTWC)

BEFORE ITIC-PTWC Training

AFTER ITIC-PTWC Training
Red Alert is applied only when we receive impact direct of any type of event

*The process should not take more than 10 minutes
Ways to inform General Population

- Seismic network 12, sea level 10

1. Bulletin
2. E-mail
3. Media
   3.1 Radio
   3.2 TV
   3.3 News paper
4. Social Network
Operational and community plans to EQ and Tsunamis

"PLAN COMUNITARIO ANTE SISMOS Y TSUNAMIS"
Actualizado 14 DE AGOSTO 2014
Dr. Jorge Sotile
Asesor Dirección de Preparación y Respuesta

"PLAN OPERATIVO PARA SISMOS Y TSUNAMIS"
Última revisión 5 AGOSTO 2014
Dr. Jorge Sotile
Técnico Adjunto de Operaciones
Risk and resources maps
Next Steps... Supports...

1. CATAC
2. Modelling Systems
3. Evacuation route and safe zone maps
4. Training: Two ways
5. Drills: Two ways
6. EWS equipment: Softwares, sirens, datas..
7. Educations methodology
Gracias... Mahalo... Thank You...!!!